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When twenty-three-year-old Rudyard Kipling toured the American West in 1889, he was already a gifted writer 
on the cusp of fame. His improbable tour included Yellowstone National Park and Montana’s Paradise Valley—

and resulted in an extraordinary series of articles that reveal both a transforming West and a gifted writer.

At Large in the West
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In early July of 1889, a young Englishman 
boarded the Northern Pacific Railroad spur at 
Livingston, Montana, to take the fifty-three-mile 

trip up Paradise Valley to Yellowstone National Park. 
He was just twenty-three, but he had already made a 
name for himself as a newspaper columnist in India. 
Born in Bombay to parents in the British civil service, 
he had now been assigned by the Allahabad Pioneer 
to go to America and write a series of dispatches 
describing his travels. So it happened that Rudyard 
Kipling—soon to be the most celebrated writer in 
the world and a future Nobel laureate—arrived in 
 Montana for one of the most improbable tours in 
western history.

Today we know Kipling as the author of several 
stirring Victorian adventure novels (Kim, Captains 
Courageous), stories (The Jungle Book, Just So 
 Stories), and sometimes jingoistic poems (“Gunga 
Din,” “If—,” “The White Man’s Burden”). But 
Kipling’s youthful journey to America was some-
thing different: it resulted in an extraordinary series 
of articles that painted an irreverent and often barbed 
portrait of the emerging West during a transforma-
tional moment in its history—and revealed a gifted 
writer on the cusp of fame.02

On this July day, Kipling looked around and 
did not see much to admire. Livingston was then 
the  largest town in the Yellowstone Valley, but the 
British-educated newspaper reporter saw “a grubby 
little hamlet full of men without clean collars and per-

fectly unable to get through one sentence unadorned 
by three oaths.” Such tart descriptions were typical 
of Kipling, who seemed genuinely annoyed by the 
rough-hewn frontiersmen he saw everywhere. “Why 
does the Westerner spit?” he wondered. “It can’t 
amuse him, and it doesn’t interest his neighbor.”1

As a European writer reporting from America, 
Kipling was following well-established literary 
ground already broken by the likes of Frances Trol-
lope, Alexis de Tocqueville, and Charles Dickens. But 
unlike his predecessors, most of whom arrived in the 
East and never crossed the Mississippi, Kipling was 
traveling from the West to the East, reversing the typi-
cal literary tourist’s journey. (Americans he met often 
expressed consternation that he was traveling against 
the preordained east-to-west custom.) Perhaps as 
a result of his mirror-image perspective, the gaze 
Kipling leveled on the American West was uniquely 
clear-eyed and unsentimental.03

Kipling had sailed by steamer from Bombay to 
Yokohama and then on to three weeks in San Fran-
cisco. Members of that city’s elite Bohemian Club 
recalled meeting a ruddy-faced man “with a round 
head, a good-natured countenance, a sort of cleft chin, 
a pair of sharp black eyes behind spectacles,” who 
smoked “a perfectly villainous briar-root pipe.”204

Kipling toured Chinatown—a must-visit for new 
arrivals—and was struck by the parallels between the 
overcrowding there and the similar squalor in India. 
After expressing his admiration for the writer Bret 

Kipling had little praise for 
Livingston, Montana. “Living-
ston… lies in a fold of the 
prairie, and behind it is the 
 Yellowstone River and the gate 
of the mountains through which 
the river flows. There is one 
street in the town, where the 
cowboy’s pony and the little 
foal of the brood-mare in the 
buggy rest contentedly in the 
blinding sunshine while the 
cowboy gets himself shaved at 
the only other barber’s shop, 
and swaps lies at the bar.” (81)F.
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From San Francisco, 
Kipling traveled north to 
Portland and the Columbia 
Gorge. There he expressed 
consternation at the sight 
of enormous fish wheels 
mechanically harvesting 
salmon. “At the next bend 
we sighted a wheel—an 
infernal arrangement of 
wire-gauze compartments 
worked by the current and 
moved out from a barge 
in shore to scoop up the 
salmon as he races up the 
river… Think of the black 
and bloody murder of it! 
But you out yonder insist 
on buying tinned salmon, 
and the canneries cannot 
live by letting down lines.” 
(54-55) This salmon wheel 
was photographed on the 
Columbia in 1885.

Kipling’s journey to the American West began in Bombay, India. He had been born there to British parents and had 
made a name for himself as a newspaper columnist. From Bombay he sailed by steamer to Yokohama and then to 

San Francisco, where his western adventure began. This street scene of Bombay was photographed in 1890,  
shortly after Kipling departed.
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Harte and his disdain for the long-winded  pretensions 
of American politicians, Kipling went north by train to 
Portland and toured the Columbia Gorge. There he 
watched enormous fish wheels mechanically harvest-
ing “salmon by the hundred—huge fifty-pounders, 
hardly dead, scores of twenty and thirty pounders, 
and a host of smaller fish. . . . Only Chinamen were 
employed on the work, and they looked like blood-
besmeared yellow devils, as they crossed the rifts of 
sunlight that lay upon the floor. I was impressed, not 
so much by the speed of manufacture, as the  character 
of the factory. Inside, on a floor ninety by forty, the 
most civilized and murderous of machinery. Outside, 
three foot-steps, the thick-growing pines and the 
immense solitude of the hills.”3

The contrast between the  industrial 
machinery and the beauties of the 
largely unspoiled environment made 
a powerful impression on Kipling, 
as it did on many European visitors. He was soon 
enthralled by his first and most dramatic encounter 
with the natural wonders of the Northwest. “I have 
lived!” he exulted. “The American continent may 
now sink under the sea, for I have taken the best that 
it yields, and the best was neither dollars, love, nor 
real estate.”4

What was it? It was fishing—specifically, fishing 
for steelhead on Oregon’s Clackamas River with two 
friends he met on the train, Kipling waxed rhapsodic: 
“The next cast—ah, the pride of it, the regal splen-
dor of it! The thrill that ran down from finger-tip to 
toe! The water boiled. He broke for the fly and got 
it! There remained enough sense in me to give him 
all he wanted when he jumped not once but twenty 
times before the upstream flight that ran my line out 
to the last half-dozen turns, and I saw the nickeled 
reel-bar glitter under the thinning green coils.” Not 
long afterwards, “I was up the bank lying full length 
on the sweet-scented grass, and gasping in company 
with my first salmon caught, played and landed on an 
eight-ounce rod. My hands were cut and bleeding. 
I was dripping with sweat, spangled like harlequin 
with scales, wet from the waist down, nose peeled by 
the sun, but utterly, supremely, and consummately 
happy.”5

It was a twelve-pound steelhead trout (not a 
salmon), the first of the sixteen fish Kipling and his 
companions caught before retiring for the evening.

Kipling’s trip was unique not only because of his 
west-to-east itinerary. He had arrived at the frontier 
West during its transition to the industrial age. The 
romantic, twenty-year heyday of the cowboy had all 
but ended. The Native Americans had been shunted 
onto reservations following the Nez Perce uprising a 
dozen years earlier. The bison had all but dis appeared 
from the Great Plains a decade earlier. Now the rail-
roads were arriving. The Northern Pacific had com-
pleted its route to the Pacific in 1883, just six years 
earlier. (Ulysses Grant had helped drive the Golden 
Spike near Missoula.) 

Kipling took the Northern Pacific from the West 
Coast—but the closer he got to the Mountain West, 

the more appalled he became. For all his English 
airs and Victorian education, Kipling wrote in a 
breezy, vernacular style that remains surprisingly 
contemporary:

Eastward then to Montana I took my way 
for the Yellowstone National Park, called in 
the guide-books “Wonderland.” But the real 
Wonderland began in the train. We were a 
merry crew. One gentlemen announced his 
intention of paying no fare and grappled 
[with] the conductor who neatly cross-
buttocked him through a double plate-glass 
window. His head was cut open in four or five 
places. A doctor on the train hastily stitched 
up the biggest gash, and he was dropped at 
a wayside station spurting blood at every 
hair—a scarlet-headed and ghastly sight. 
The conductor guessed that he would die, 
and volunteered the information that there 
was no profit in monkeying with the North 
Pacific Railroad.6

And this typically blunt comment on the Ameri-
can boosterism he saw everywhere: “We stopped at 
Pasco Junction, and a man told me that it was the 
Queen City of the Prairie. I wish Americans didn’t 
tell such useless lies.”7

And on American attitudes toward the Native 

“My hands were cut and bleeding. I was 
dripping with sweat, . . . but utterly, 
supremely, and consummately happy.”
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Americans: “Most Americans are charmingly frank 
about the Indian. ‘Let us get rid of him as soon as pos-
sible,’ they say. ‘We have no use for him.’ ” Kipling was 
more comfortable with the multicultural West than 
were many other British visitors, commenting at one 
point, “It is not good to be a negro in the land of the 
free and the home of the brave.”8

On an unfortunate encounter by the train: “Late 
in the night we ran over a skunk—ran over it in the 
dark. Everything that has been said about the skunk 
is true. It is an Awesome Stink.”9

Boarding the train in Livingston for the short ride 
to Yellowstone, Kipling was still marveling over the 
sight of “a drunken man with a Winchester rifle over 
his shoulder patrolling the sidewalk. . . . He carried 

the gun as other folk carry walking-sticks. None the 
less I avoided the direct line of fire and listened to the 
blasphemies of miners and stockmen until late into 
the night.”1005

En route to the park, Kipling reported that “a 
stranger in the car saw me look at the ideal trout-
stream below the windows and murmured softly: ‘Lie 
off at Yankee Jim’s if you want good fishing.’ ”11 A few 
hours later, Kipling was standing in the Yellowstone 
River, fishing the stretch still known as Yankee Jim 
Canyon, named for the eponymous Jim George, a 
cantankerous landowner who for years extracted tolls 
from travelers heading to Yellowstone.06

Kipling reeled in forty trout in less than two hours 
(“they were small fish; not one over two pounds”). 

Kipling took the Northern Pacific east to Yellowstone National Park. On the way, he stopped at Yankee Jim Canyon to fish. 
Yankee Jim himself made a lasting impression on the young traveler, who wrote: “I leaped literally into the arms of Yankee Jim, 
sole owner of a log hut and an infinite amount of hay ground, and constructor of twenty-seven miles of wagon road over which 
he held toll right… the railway added the finishing touch to the already complete loneliness of the place…. Yankee Jim was a 
picturesque old man with a talent for yarns…. Yankee Jim saw every one of my tales and went fifty better on the spot.” (82)  

This view shows Yankee Jim’s toll gate in 1884.
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But an even greater reward lay ahead. “At twilight . . . 
Yankee Jim introduced me to a young woman of five-
and-twenty with eyes like the deep-fringed eyes of 
the gazelle, and ‘on the neck the small head buoyant, 
like a bell-flower in its bed.’ ” She was Diana, the wife 
of one of Jim’s tenants, but Kipling was nonetheless 
smitten. “I know also that she was beautiful by any 
standard of beauty, and that the trout she cooked were 
fit for a king’s supper.” The next morning, Kipling lis-
tened transfixed as Diana poured out her life’s story. 
His was a distinctly masculine gaze. “I forget what she 
told me, but I am distinctly aware that she had royal 
eyes and a mouth that the daughter of a hundred earls 
might have envied.”12

Kipling caught the next day’s train and proceeded 
on to the railroad terminus at Cinnabar. “Today I am 
in the Yellowstone Park,” he wrote, adding pithily, 
“and I wish I were dead.”13 He erupted against the 

loathed tour agents who brought in tourists by the 
trainload—“may their master die an evil death at the 
hand of a mad locomotive!” The tourists themselves 
fared no better: “It is not the ghastly vulgarity, the 
oozing, rampant Bessemer steel self-sufficiency and 
ignorance of the men that revolts me, so much as the 
display of these same qualities in the womenfolk.” 
The eastern tourists especially disappointed him. “I 
saw a new type in the coach, and all my dreams of a 
better and more perfect East died away.”14

Kipling’s antipathy toward tourists was typical of 
British aristocrats, who turned up their noses at the 
unwashed throngs because, according to historian 
David Wrobel, they feared “the democratization that 
tourism stood for as manifested in an expanding mid-
dle class whose abilities to travel and tour, spend and 
consume, and even write and publish thus increas-
ingly invalidated the achievements of the old elite.”15

Kipling found that  Yankee 
Jim Canyon, pictured at 
left in 1884, lived up to 
its reputation. “In one 
point did [Yankee Jim] 
speak the truth—as 
regarded the particular 
merits of that stretch of 
the Yellowstone. He said 
it was alive with trout. 
It was. I fished it from 
noon till twilight, and 
the fish bit at the brown 
hook as though never a 
fat trout-fly had fallen on 
the water.” (83)
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Kipling allotted himself five days to see Yellowstone National Park. He stopped first at Mammoth Hot Springs, shown 
here in 1896. He noted: “En route we passed other carriages full of trippers who had done their appointed five days 
in the Park, and yelped at us fraternally as they disappeared in clouds of red dust. When we struck Mammoth Hot 
Springs Hotel—a huge yellow barn—a signboard informed us that the altitude was six thousand two hundred feet.”
F. Jay Haynes, photographer, Haynes Foundation Collection, MHS Photograph Archives, Helena, H-3605
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Kipling allotted himself five days to 
see the sights of this “howling wilder-
ness of three thousand square miles, 
full of all imaginable freaks of a fiery 
nature.” At his first stop, Mammoth Hot 
Springs, Kipling observed that “The 
ground rings hollow as a  kerosene-tin, 
and some day the  Mammoth Hotel, 
guests and all, will sink into the caverns 
below and be turned into a stalactite.” 
At a Fourth of July celebration in the 
hotel—“a huge  yellow barn”—he lis-
tened to patriotic speeches that were 
“to these bewildered ears, wild adver-
tisement, gas, bunkum, blow, anything 
you please beyond the bounds of common sense.” In 
conversations with the locals, “I said there was noth-
ing like it in the Old Country. By the way, always tell 
an American this. It soothes him.”1607

The two things about America that Kipling did 
like wholeheartedly were its women and its natu-
ral environment. He had a chance to enjoy both 
when a “maid from New Hampshire” invited him 

The splendor of the Grand Canyon of the Yellow-
stone River forced Kipling to abandon his 
characteristic sarcasm. “All I can say is that 
 without warning or preparation I looked into a gulf 
seventeen hundred feet deep with eagles and fish 
hawks circling far below. And the sides of that gulf 
were one wide welter of color—crimson,  emerald, 
cobalt, ochre, amber, honey splashed with  port-
wine, snow-white, vermilion, lemon, and silver-gray, 
in wide washes…. So far below that no sound of 
its strife could reach us, the Yellowstone ran—a 
finger-wide strip of jade-green.” (110) This view of 
the canyon was photographed in the fall of 1881.

Kipling remained scornful of tour 
groups he encountered in the park, 
but he braved the throngs to stand 
on this platform at the brink of 
the falls of the Yellowstone. The 
experience made an impression: 
“The full glory of the day flamed 
in that canon as we went out very 
cautiously to a jutting piece of 
rock—blood-red or pink that it 
was—that overhung the deepest 
deeps of all. Now I know what it 
is like to sit enthroned among the 
clouds of sunset.” (111) The tour-
ists pictured here enjoyed the same 
view in 1886.
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to accompany her to view the Grand Canyon of the 
Yellowstone River. Standing on a precipice, Kipling 
suddenly abandoned the sarcasm that had previously 
characterized much of his reporting:08

All I can say is that without warning or prepa-
ration I looked into a gulf seventeen hundred 
feet deep with eagles and fish-hawks circling 
far below. And the sides of that gulf were 
one wild welter of color—crimson emerald, 
cobalt, ochre, amber, honey splashed with 
port-wine, snow-white, vermillion, lemon, 
and silver-gray, in wide washes. . . . So far 
below that no sound of its strife could reach 
us, the Yellowstone River ran—a finger-wide 
strip of jade-green. . . . Eve-
ning crept through the pines 
that shadowed us, but the full 
glory of the day flamed in that 
canyon as we went out very 
cautiously to a jutting piece 
of rock—blood-red or pink it 
was—that overhung the deepest 
deeps of all. Now I know what 
it is like to sit enthroned amid 
the clouds of sunset.1709

Kipling was no less poetic when 
he and a companion scrambled 
down the bank to try their luck 
fishing: “The round moon came 
up and turned the cliffs and pines 
into silver; a two-pound trout came 
up also, and we slew him among 
the rocks, nearly tumbling into 
that wild river.” A few days earlier, 
he had similarly observed, “A very 
young moon showed herself over 
a snow-flecked peak. Then the 
Yellowstone, hidden by the water-
willows, lifted up its voice and sang 
a little song to the mountains.”1810

But soon he was on the train 
back to Livingston, noting  wistfully, 
“Yankee Jim and Diana of the 
Crossways gave me a kindly greet-
ing as the train paused an instant 
before their door.”19

Kipling’s tour of the Mountain West was all but 
over, though he continued east by rail through Salt 
Lake City, Denver, Omaha, and Chicago. The  latter 
city prompted some admiration: “I have struck a 
city,—a real city,—and they call it Chicago. The other 
places do not count.” Yet he did not love all that he 
saw there. “Having seen it, I urgently desire never 
to see it again.” He made the mandatory visit to the 
Chicago stockyards, describing them in exceptionally 
vivid prose: “They were so excessively alive, these 
pigs. And then they were so excessively dead, and 
the man in the dripping, clammy, hot passage did not 
seem to care, and ere the blood of such an one had 
ceased to foam on the floor, such another, and four 
friends with him, had shrieked and died.”2011

During a sight-seeing excursion through Upper Geyser Basin, Kipling met a number 
of U.S. Cavalry officers. Compared to the British soldiers Kipling had seen, their 

appearance seemed slovenly. Still, he admired their horsemanship: “Sitting under a 
bank, to me appeared a young trooper… mounted on a horse half-maddened by the 
noise and steam and smell. He carried only the six-shooter and cartridge-belt. . . . 
Whoosh! went the steam-blast down the road with a dry roar. Round spun the troop 

horse prepared to bolt, and, his momentum being suddenly checked, reared till I 
thought he would fall back on his rider. ‘Oh, no; we settled that little matter when 
I was breaking him,’ said Centaur.” (95) W. H. Boan of the Fourth Regiment was 

photographed at Upper Geyser Basin in 1898. His gear is probably similar to  
that of the officers that Kipling met.
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In his final letter to 
the Allahabad Pioneer, 
Kipling departed from 
his usual lampooning 
of American greed to 
make a prescient obser-
vation about the envi-
ronmental battles that 
lay more than a century 
in the future. America, 
he said, “very seldom 
attempts to put back 
anything that it has 
taken from Nature’s 
shelves. It grabs all 
it can and moves on. 
But the moving-on is 
nearly finished and the 
grabbing must stop, 
and then the Federal 
Government will have to establish a Woods and 
 Forest Department the like of which was never seen 
in the world before. And all the people who have been 
accustomed to hack, mangle, and burn timber as they 
please will object, with shots and protestations, to 
their infringement of their rights.”21

In the fall of 1889 Kipling arrived in England and 
found himself famous—not because of his bold Amer-
ican letters, many of which had not even been pub-
lished yet—but because his earlier apprentice fiction 
written in India, such as his Barrack-Room Ballads, 
had come out in periodicals. His Plain Tales from 
the Hills, The Light That Failed, Soldiers Three, and 
Wee Willie Winkie were published in editions in both 
Britain and the United States and became a sensation. 
The London Times saluted the twenty-four-year-old 
Kipling in an editorial on March 25, 1890: “India has 
given us an abundance of soldiers and administra-
tors, but she has seldom given us a writer. There is 
no question, however, that she has done this in the 
person of the author of the numerous short stories 
and verses of which we give the titles below.”22

Consumed with his fiction, Kipling had presum-

ably all but forgotten about his letters to the Allahabad 
Pioneer when, to his surprise, they were published 
without his permission in New York City in 1891 
under the title of American Notes (a title borrowed 
from Dickens). No less than eighteen other pirated 
editions followed before Kipling published his own 

authorized version of the  letters in 1899 
in his collection From Sea to Sea.23

Not surprisingly, the reaction was 
mixed, especially because of Kipling’s 
full-throated debunking of San Fran-

cisco and Chicago. Members of the Bohemian Club 
in San Francisco, where Kipling had been made 
an honorary member, were “aghast, insulted, and 
incensed.” A reviewer noted that this young man 
“had a positive genius for reporting the thing which 
was not.” Others found in his work “the supercilious 
patter of the cockney.”24

Reviewers in the East were kinder. One found 
himself “in the company of a rollicking boy, who . . . 
is off alone on his first long lark.” A New Englander 
observed, “They are awfully thin-skinned in the West. 
Now in Boston it’s different. We don’t care what the 
English people think of us.”25

Kipling did not use much material from his 
American travels in his fiction. He wrote two admir-
ing stories about Native Americans in Rewards and 
Fairies (1910), and a 1925 short story, “The Prophet 

His tour of the West finished, Kipling headed east by rail through Chicago. His visit to 
the stockyards prompted some of his most vivid prose: “The pigs are different. They 
shriek back the news of the exodus of their friends…. they were so excessively alive 
these pigs. And then they were so excessively dead, and the man in the drippy hot 

passage did not seem to care, and ere the blood of such an one had ceased to foam on 
the floor, such another, and four friends with him had shrieked and died.” (147-148)

“[America] very seldom attempts to put back 
anything that it has taken from Nature’s 
shelves. It grabs all it can and moves on.”
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and the Country,” features an Indian chief with the 
teeth-grating name of Rum-in-the-Cup. It may be 
that the unchecked lawlessness and environmental 
despoliation Kipling witnessed in America simply 
discomforted him. Like many previous writers who 
traveled to the American West—prominently, Mark 
Twain (Roughing It), Isabella Bird (A Lady’s Life in 
the Rocky Mountains), and Robert Louis Stevenson 
(Across the Plains)—Kipling drew a sharp contrast 
between the beauty and promise he anticipated and 
the disappointments he actually found. In his book, 
The Frontier in American History, Frederick Jackson 
Turner quoted none other than Kipling as expressing 
“this idealistic conception of the vacant lands as an 
opportunity for a new order of things.”26

Kipling, who never lost his love for American 
women, married one: Caroline Balestier, sister of his 
friend and writing collaborator, Wolcott  Bales tier. 
They lived in Vermont, where he wrote The Jungle 
Book and many of his best-known stories, before 
returning to England in 1896 to live there until 
Kipling’s death in 1936 as one of the world’s most 
famous writers.12

In Kipling’s letters from American Notes, we 
see a genius-in-the-rough, jolted into brilliance by 

the clashes of cultures—between Easterners and 
 Westerners, between law and lawlessness, between 
industrialization and the natural environment. Kipling 
was witnessing the end of the old era of cowboys 
and Indians and, indeed, the closing of the f rontier 
itself. (Turner put its demise at 1890, one year after 
Kipling’s tour.) As with other European writers, when 
we read Kipling now, we see the diversity and sudden 
transformation of the American West with fresh eyes. 
Arrell Morgan Gibson aptly summarizes Kipling’s 
contributions; American Notes is “an insult to western 
Americans, a catalog of ridicule, a regional libel. But 
it also is a breezy, readable, surprisingly perceptive 
analysis of a primitive region poised on the threshold 
of modern times. Rudyard Kipling picked the best 
possible time to examine the  American West.”27

Landon Jones  is the author of William Clark and 
the Shaping of the West (New York, 2004) and the for-
mer managing editor of People and Money magazines. 
His article, “Babe in the Woods: F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 
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After his tour of America, Kipling returned to England. He eventually married an American, Caroline Balestier, 
and moved to Vermont to live in this house, which he named Naulahka.
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This circa 1900 view of the workings of the Chicago stockyards shows 
the slaughtering process that so appalled Kipling.
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